
4X4 BIBLE STUDY:  “OHANA”
Text:  VARIOUS

SESSION #1: PROVERBS 22:6—TRAIN
What training have you experienced as a child of God?
How can we know “the way” a child “should go?”
What can you do to train up the next generation?
How would you describe the goal of parenting?

SESSION #2: PSALM 139—PRAY
What specifically does God know about you?
What do you find comforting from this passage?
What statements does David make here that you need to echo in your prayers?
From this passage, why can we pray with confidence for the next generation?

 
SESSION #3: PROVERBS 4:20-27—BUILD

How does v1 make you feel about parenting/influencing the next generation?
From this passage, what advice do you find most valuable for the next generation?
What promises do you and the kids in your life need to hear?
How would you describe the heart of Solomon (the author) for his boys?  

SESSION #4: EPHESIANS 4:29-5:2—RECONCILE
Share a time when you would say, “I blew it!”
What things are mentioned in this passage that destroy relationships?
Contrast your answers above with things mentioned that bring reconciliation?
How would you apply this passage to parenting?

SESSION #5: DEUTERONOMY 6—PARTNER
How can we tell who Moses is addressing in this passage?
From this passage, what were the reasons for Moses teaching the Commandments?
Why is it so important that parents invite other adults to speak into their children’s lives?
What are the outcomes of a healthy partnership between family and church?

The design of a 4X4 Bible STUDY is for four guys (or four gals or two couples) to get together for an hour 
during the week, for four different weeks (sessions) in order to study four different passages from the WORD 
of GOD.    Each participant is expected to come to the study each week ready to provide four answers to each 
of the four questions posted for each of the four sessions.   Spend some time preparing on your own and then 
enjoy your time of sharing with one another at the appointed hour.  “As iron sharpens iron, so one person 
sharpens another.”  — PROVERBS 27:17

For more 4X4 Bible Studies visit our website:  www.thecrossingnowcom.

“See you Sunday!” 


